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Abstract

In this paper, we obtain three geometric phases for three classes of
curve evolution associated with the NLS− according to Bishop 2-type
frame in R3
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1 Introduction

In last years many authors investigate the topic space curves which have many
applications such as vortex filament in fluid. Hasimoto introduced motion of a
vortex filament and its relation to elastica [1]. Lamb studied solitons on mov-
ing space curves [2]. Lakshmanan showed a connection between the continuum
Heisenberg spin chain and nonlinear Schrödinger equation via Hasimoto trans-
formation [3]. Murugesh and Balakrishnan introduced three classes of curve
evolution associated with some solitons in Euclidean 3-space [4]. First class of
curve evolution associated with the nonlinear Schrödinger equation according
to Frenet frame has been presented in [5-8]. Gürbüz presented three classes
of curve evolution associated with some solitons according to Bishop, Dar-
boux, Frenet and Bishop 2-type frame in [9-12], [15,16]. Geometric phase is
related to time evolution of a space curve. As first Berry presented geometric
phase factors accompanying adiabatic changes [13]. Direct measure of Berry’s
phase gives the rotation of polarization in twisted optical fibers. Balakrishnan,
Bishop and Dandoloff presented time evolution of the space curve is associ-
ated with a geometric phase according to Frenet frame in Euclidean 3-space
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[14]. Later Gürbüz presented three geometric phases for three classes of curve
evolution according to Darboux, Bishop and Frenet frame [10,15,16]. Bishop
frame or parallel frame of the curves has been introduced by Bishop in 1975
[17]. Characterizations of non-null curves according to the Bishop 2-type frame
have been studied in [18]. Gürbüz studied Bishop 2-type frame for non-null
curves [20-22].

In this paper we obtain three geometric phases with respect to Bishop 2-
type frame using three classes of curve evolution associated with some solitons
in Minkowski 3-space.

2 Preliminaries

Minkowski 3-space R3
1 is given with the metric 〈 , 〉 = dz21 + dz22 − dz23 . For an

arbitrary vector z = (z1, z2, z3) in R3
1, if 〈z, z〉 > 0 , z is spacelike, if 〈z, z〉 < 0,

z is timelike [19]. Derivative formulas of Frenet-Serret frame {T,N,B} for non-
null curve α are given R3

1 as: Tσ = ε2κN, Nσ = −ε1κT + ε3τB, Bσ = −ε2τN.
Here κ, τ are curvature and torsion, σ is arc length of the non-null curve. T
is tangent vector, N and B are principal normal and binormal vectors in R3

1.
〈T, T 〉 = ε1, 〈N,N〉 = ε2, 〈B,B〉 = ε3. Cross product are given by T×N = ε3B,
N ×B = ε1T, B × T = ε2N [7].

Case I. Let {T,N,B} be Frenet frame for timelike curve with spacelike bi-
normalB according to the Bishop 2-type frame {Z1,Z2, B} satisfying 〈Z1,Z1〉 =
−1, 〈Z2,Z2〉 = 1, 〈B,B〉 = 1. Bishop 2-type frame derivative formulas for
timelike curve with spacelike binormal are [20,21]:

Z1σ = −ζ1B, Z2σ = ζ2B, Bσ = −ζ1Z1 − ζ2Z2 (1)

where ζ1, ζ2 are curvatures according to Bishop 2-type frame and σ is arc
length.

Case II. Consider the Frenet frame {T,N,B} for spacelike curve with
timelike normal and the Bishop 2-type frame {Z1,Z2, B} with 〈Z1,Z1〉 =
1, 〈Z2,Z2〉 = −1, 〈B,B〉 = 1. Bishop 2-type frame derivative formulas are
given by [20,21]:

Z1σ = −ζ1B, Z2σ = ζ2B, Bσ = ζ1Z1 + ζ2Z2. (2)

Case III. Consider the Frenet frame {T,N,B} for spacelike curve with
timelike binormal and the Bishop 2-type frame {Z1,Z2, B} with 〈Z1,Z1〉 =
1, 〈Z2,Z2〉 = 1, 〈B,B〉 = −1. Bishop 2-type frame derivative formulas are
given by [20,21]

Z1σ = ζ1B, Z2σ = −ζ2B, Bσ = ζ1Z1 − ζ2Z2. (3)
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3 Total anholonomies for three classes of curve

evolution with Bishop 2-type frame

First class of timelike curve evolution with respect to Bishop 2-type
frame in R3

1. Set new frame {Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3} associated with the NLS− using
Bishop 2-type for the case I as:

Ψ1 = Z1 (4)

Ψ2 =
B + iZ2√

2
e−i

∫
ζ2dσ (5)

Ψ3 =
B − iZ2√

2
ei

∫
ζ2dσ. (6)

First transformation associated with the NLS− of timelike curve evolution
with respect to Bishop 2-type frame is given by φ = ζ1√

2
ei

∫
ζ2dσ. The derivative

formulas according to σ of the frame {Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3} are

Ψ1σ = −φΨ2 − φΨ3, Ψ2σ = −φΨ1, Ψ3σ = −φΨ1 (7)

Time evolution of the frame {Ψ1,Ψ2,Ψ3} is given by

Ψ1u = −iφσΨ2 + iφσΨ3, Ψ2u = iφσΨ1 +R1, Ψ3u = −iφσΨ1 −R1Ψ3. (8)

Here u is time, ασ = Z1, αu = ζ1Z2. (7), (8) and compatibility condition
Ψ1uσ = Ψ1σu gives the repulsive type nonlinear Schrödinger equation NLS− :
φu − iφσσ + φR1 = 0. From Ψ3uσ = Ψ3σu, we find R1 = iφφ. Consider

Ψ1u = Z1u = f3Ψ1 + f1Ψ2 + f2Ψ3, (9)

Ψ2u = g3Ψ1 + g1Ψ2 + g2Ψ3, (10)

Ψ3u = g3Ψ1 + g1Ψ2 + g2Ψ3. (11)

Using (9)-(11) we obtain

Ψ1u = g3Ψ2 + g3Ψ3, Ψ2u = g3Ψ1 + iR1Ψ2. (12)

From Ψ2uσ = Ψ2σu we obtain iR1σ = g3φ−g3φ, g3 = −φσ. Darboux vector
for first class using Bishop 2-type frame is given by D1 = ζ%2Z1 + bZ2 + cB.
Time evolution of the frame {Z1,Z2, B} for first class for Bishop 2-type frame:

Z1u = D1 ×Z1 = qZ2 + rB, (13)

Z2u = D1 ×Z2 = qZ1 + ζ%2B, (14)

Bu = D1 ×B = rZ1 − ζ%2Z2; − b = r, c = q. (15)
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Geometric phase for first class with Bishop 2-type frame in R3
1

(5), (6) and

g3 =
r + iq√

2
e−i

∫
ζ2dσ (16)

satisfies (12). Using (4), (5) and (16) we have

Ψ2u =
(rZ1 −R1Z2) + i(qZ1 +R1B)√

2
e−i

∫
ζ2dσ. (17)

Taking derivative according to u of (5) it can be written by

Ψ2u =
(Bu + Z2

∫
ζ2u) + i(Z2u −B

∫
ζ2u)√

2
e−i

∫
ζ2dσ. (18)

Using (17) and (18), we have

Bu = rZ1 − (R1 +

∫
ζ2u)Z2, Z2u = qZ1 + (R1 +

∫
ζ2u)B. (19)

Z1uσ = Z1σu gives qσ = rζ2 + ζ1(R1 +
∫
ζ2u), rσ = −ζ1u − qζ2. Using (14),

(15), (19), R1σ = ζ%2σ − ζ2u is obtained. If Z2 and B rotate around Z1 with
angular velocity ζ2 and spatial timelike curve moves from σ0 to σ1, the system

produces the G1F1 =

σ1∫
σ0

ζ2(σ)dσ phase between natural Bishop 2-type frame

and nonrotating Bishop 2-type in the Minkowski 3-space. If temporal timelike
curve with spacelike binormal B moves from u1 to u2 according to Bishop

2-type frame, the phase G1F2 =

u2∫
u1

ζ
(%)
2 du develops between natural Bishop

2-type frame and nonrotating Bishop 2-type. As timelike curve α moves from
(σ, u) to (σ + ∆σ, u + ∆u), rotation angles G1F for first class with respect
to Bishop 2-type frame are given by G1F1 = ζ2(σ, u)∆σ + ζ%2(σ + ∆σ, u)∆u,
G1F2 = ζ%2(σ, u)∆u+ζ2(σ, u+∆u)∆σ. Respectively, geometric phase difference
δG1F and anholonomy density AH1(σ, u) measure for first class with respect
to Bishop 2-type frame are given by δG1F = AH1(σ, u)∆σ∆u = G1F1 −
G1F2 = (ζ%2σ − ζ2u)∆σ∆u and AH1(σ, u) = R1σ = ζ%2σ − ζ2u = ζ1q. The total
anholonomy density G1F for first class according to Bishop 2-type frame is

G1F =

∫ u2

u1

∫ σ

σ0

AH1(σ, u)dσdu =

∫ u2

u1

∫ σ1

σ0

R1σdσdu,

=

∫ u2

u1

∫ σ1

σ0

ζ1qdσdu =

∫ u2

u1

∫ σ1

σ0

〈Z1,Z1σ ×Z1u〉 dσdu. (20)
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G1F = −i
∫ u2
u1

∫ σ1

σ0
〈Ψ2u,Ψ3〉 dσdu is interpreted as the classical analog of the

quantum geometric phase introduced by Berry according to Bishop 2-type
frame.

Second class of spacelike curve evolution with Bishop 2-type frame.

Consider Bishop 2-type frame {Z1,Z2, B} with the case II. Set new frame
{Λ1,Λ2,Λ3} associated with the NLS− according to Bishop 2-type frame as

Λ1 = Z2, (21)

Λ2 =
B + iZ1√

2
ei

∫
ζ1dσ, (22)

Λ3 =
B − iZ1√

2
e−i

∫
ζ1dσ. (23)

Second transformation associated with the NLS− of spacelike curve evolution
with respect to Bishop 2-type frame is given by λ = ζ2√

2
ei

∫
ζ1dσ. The derivative

formulas of the frame {Λ1,Λ2,Λ3} are given by

Λ1σ = λΛ2 + λΛ3, Λ2σ = λΛ1, Λ3σ = λΛ1. (24)

Time evolution of the frame {Λ1,Λ2,Λ3} are

Λ1u = −iλσΛ2 + iλσΛ3, Λ2u = iλσΛ1 +R2Λ2, Λ3u = −iλσΛ1 −R2Λ3 (25)

where u is time, the flow αu = ζ2Z1. Using Λ1uσ = Λ1σu, Λ2uσ = Λ2σu, the
repulsive type nonlinear Schrödinger equation NLS−, λu − iλσσ + λR2 = 0 is
obtained. Here R2 = iλλ. Also

Λ1u = Z2u = j3Λ1 + j1Λ2 + j2Λ3, (26)

Λ2u = n3Λ1 + n1Λ2 + n2Λ3, (27)

Λ3u = n3Λ1 + n1Λ2 + n3Λ3 (28)

From (26)-(28), we obtain

Λ1u = Z2u = n3Λ2 + n3Λ3, Λ2u = n3Λ1 + iR2Λ2. (29)

Λ2uσ = Λ2σu leads to iR2σ = λn3 − λn3, n3 = iλσ. Darboux vector for second
class using Bishop 2-type frame in R3

1 is introduced as D2 = aZ1 + ζ%1Z2 + cB.
Time evolution of the frame {Z1,Z2,Z3} for second class with Bishop 2-type
frame can be written by
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Z1u = D2 ×Z1 = −ζ%1B − pZ2, (30)

Z2u = D2 ×Z2 = pZ1 + rB, (31)

Bu = D2 ×B = rZ2 + ζ%1Z1, a = r, c = p. (32)

Geometric phase for second class curve evolution associated with
NLS− with Bishop 2-type frame in R3

1

n3 =
r + ip√

2
ei

∫
ζ1dσ. (33)

satisfies (29). Using (22), (29)

Λ2u =
(rZ2 −R2Z1) + i(pZ2 +R2B)√

2
ei

∫
ζ1dσ, (34)

Λ2u =
(Bu −Z1

∫
ζ1u) + i(Z1u +B

∫
ζ1u)√

2
ei

∫
ζ1dσ. (35)

From (34) and (35), we find

Bu = rZ2 + (

∫
ζ1u −R2)Z1, Z1u = pZ2 + (R2 −

∫
ζ1u)B. (36)

Compatibility condition Z2uσ = Z2σu gives pσ = −rζ1 + ζ2(
∫
ζ1u −R2), rσ =

pζ1 + ζ2u. Using (19),(30), (32), we obtain R2σ = ζ1u− ζ
%
1σ. If Z1 and B rotate

around Z2 with angular velocity ζ1 and spatial spacelike curve moves from σ0 to

σ1 for Bishop 2-type frame, the system develops a phase G2F1 =

σ1∫
σ0

ζ1(σ)dσ

between natural Bishop 2-type frame and nonrotating Bishop 2-type frame.
If temporal spacelike curve with timelike normal moves from u1 to u2 using

Bishop 2-type frame, the system produce a phase G2F2 =

u2∫
u1

ζ
(%)
1 du between

natural Bishop 2-type frame and nonrotating Bishop 2-type in R3
1. As spacelike

curve α moves from (σ, u) to (σ+∆σ, u+∆u), rotation angles F with respect to
Bishop 2-type frame in R3

1 are given by in two cases as G2F1 = ζ1(σ, u)∆σ +
ζ%1(σ + ∆σ, u)∆u, G2F2 = ζ%1(σ, u)∆u + ζ1(σ, u + ∆u)∆σ. Respectively, ge-
ometric phase difference δG2F and anholonomy density measure AH2(σ, u)
for second class with Bishop 2-type frame are δG2F = AH2(σ, u)∆σ∆u =
G2F1 − G2F2 = (ζ%1σ − ζ1u)∆σ∆u, AH2(σ, u) = −R2σ = ζ%1σ − ζ1u = pζ2.The
total anholonomy G2F for second class with Bishop 2-type frame is
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G2F =

∫ u2

u1

∫ σ

σ0

AH2(σ, u)dσdu = −
∫ u2

u1

∫ σ

σ0

R2σdσdu

=

∫ u2

u1

∫ σ

−σ0

pζ2dσdu =

∫ u2

u1

∫ σ

−σ0

〈Z2,Z2σ ×Z2u〉 dσdu. (37)

Also G2F is given by G2F =i
∫ u2
u1

∫ σ1

σ0
〈Λ2u,Λ3〉 dσdu.

Application. Antiferromagnatic chain is ∂η
∂z

= −2JcS(η × ηx), J < 0.
σ = x

2c
, u = JSz [3]. If η = Z2 is taken, Z2u = −ζ2Z1. Here p = −ζ2,

q = r = 0. Also R2 = −
∫
pζ2ds =

∫
ζ22dσ. From Λ1uσ = Λ1σu and Λ2uσ = Λ2σu

we obtain the Belavin-Polyakov equation λu − iλσ + iλR2 = 0. Respectively,
anholonomy density and total phase for second class according to Bishop 2-
type frame are AH2(σ, u) = −R2σ = ζ22, G2F =

∫ ∫
ζ22dσdu.

Third class of curve evolution associated with NLS− with Bishop
2-type frame in R3

1

Consider the Bishop 2-type frame {Z1,Z2, B} with the case III. Set new
frame {Φ1,Φ2,Φ3} associated with the NLS− with Bishop 2-type as

Φ1 = B, (38)

Φ2 =
Z1 + iZ2√

2
, (39)

Φ3 =
Z1 − iZ2√

2
. (40)

Third transformation associated with the NLS− of spacelike curve evolution
using Bishop 2-type frame is µ = ζ1+iζ2√

2
. The derivative formulas of the frame

{Φ1,Φ2,Φ3} are Φ1σ = µΦ2 + µΦ3, Φ2σ = µΦ1, Φ3σ = µΦ1.Time evolution of
the frame {Φ1,Φ2,Φ3} are Φ1u = −iµσΦ2−iµσΦ3, Φ2u = −iµσΦ1+R3Φ2, Φ3u =
iµσΦ1 − R3Φ3. Here ασ = B and αu = ζ1Z2 + ζ2Z1, u is time. Compatibility
condition Φ1uσ = Φ1σu gives the repulsive type nonlinear Schrödinger equation
NLS− : µu = −iµσσ − µR3. From Φ3uσ = Φ3σu we have R3σ = −i(µµ)σ.

Φ1u = Bu = h3Φ1 + h1Φ2 + h2Φ3, (41)

Φ2u = m3Φ1 +m1Φ2 +m2Φ3, (42)

Φ3u = m3Φ1 +m1Φ2 +m2Φ3. (43)

Using 〈Φ1u,Φ2〉 = h2, 〈Φ2u,Φ1〉 = −m3, 〈Φ1u,Φ3〉 = h1, 〈Φ3u,Φ1〉 = −m3 we
obtain

Φ1u = Z1u = m3Φ2 +m3Φ3, Φ2u = m3Φ1 + iR3Φ2. (44)
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With the help of Φ2uσ = Φ2σu we obtain R3σ = im3µ−im3µ, m3 = −iµσ.
Darboux vector for third class using Bishop 2-type frame in R3

1 is D3 = aZ1 +
bZ2 + (ζ%1 + ζ%2)B. Here ζ∗ = ζ%1 + ζ%2. Time evolution of Bishop 2-type frame
for third class are given by

Z1u = D3 ×Z1 = ζ∗Z2 + pB, Z2u = D3 ×Z2 = −ζ∗Z1 + qB, (45)

Bu = D3 ×B = pZ1 + qZ2, b = p,−a = q. (46)

Anholonomy for third class using Bishop 2-type frame in R3
1

m3 =
p+ iq√

2
(47)

satisfies (39), (40) and(44). We have

Φ2u =
(pB −R3Z2) + i(qB +R3Z1)√

2
. (48)

Taking derivative with respect to u of (5) we obtain

Φ2u =
Z1u + iZ2u√

2
. (49)

Using (48) and (49) it can be found

Z1u = pB −R3Z2, Z2u = qB +R3Z1. (50)

From (45),(50) we have R3 = −ζ∗. If Z1 and Z2 rotate around B with angular
velocity ζ∗ and spatial spacelike curve moves from σ0 to σ1 for Bishop 2-type

frame, the system produces a phase G3F1 =

σ1∫
σ0

(ζ1 + ζ2)dσ. As temporal space-

like curve with timelike binormal B according to Bishop 2-type frame moves

from u1 to u2, the system develops a phase G3F2 =

u2∫
u1

(ζ
(%)
1 + ζ

(%)
2 )du between

natural Bishop 2-type frame and nonrotating Bishop 2-type in R3
1. The total

anholonomy for third class with Bishop 2-type is G3F = −
∫ u2
u1

∫ σ1

σ0
R3σdσdu =∫ u2

u1

∫ σ1

σ0
(qζ1 + pζ2)dσdu.

Application. Total anholonomy density using third class of spacelike
curve evolution according to Bishop 2-type frame for ferromagnetic chain equa-
tion is given by G3F = 1

2

∫ u2
u1

∫ σ
−σ0

((ζ21)σ + (ζ22)σ)dσdu.

Proof. If B = S

|〈S,S〉|1/2
is substituted in ferromagnetic chain equation,

Bu = B × Bσσ = ζ1σZ2 + ζ2σZ1. Total anholonomy is G3F =
∫ u2
u1

∫ σ
σ0

(qζ1 +
pζ2)dσdu, p = ζ2σ, q = ζ1σ.
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